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Laudato Si
- challenging the economic and political status quo
My first reaction to Laudato Si was one of relief. For decades it has felt
as if the world was on a path to destruction, with all the loudest and
most powerful voices urging it to go further and faster. A blind faith in
market forces has been pressing the world, its environment, and its
people into the service of the idol of money, with economic growth and
personal consumption being presented as the highest objectives to
which we could aspire.
But now, a voice which has been heard around the world, speaking to
"every person living on this planet" has said, unequivocally, clearly, and
without compromise, 'stop'. Stop plundering the planet and stop
exploiting its people.
Perhaps most significantly, Pope Francis has inextricably linked the two
greatest problems facing humanity and the planet – the destruction of
our environment, & inequality. In doing so he has issued a revolutionary
challenge to the political and economic status quo, which led a Fox
News pundit to dub him "the most dangerous man on the planet."
For those who preside over the exploitation of people and planet, this is
probably true. Pope Francis presents a great threat to them. Because if
we all start truly believing that the poorest person on earth has as much
right to clean water, food, and dignity as the richest billionaire, how can
we let the status quo continue?
Whilst some politicians expressed their displeasure, the Encyclical was
warmly welcomed by people of diverse backgrounds. As it was launched
in the Vatican, radical activist Naomi Klein stood alongside Cardinal
Turkson, something which Klein herself declared she could never have
imagined.
Environmentalist and atheist George Monbiot wrote that Laudato Si
could be "a potential turning point." Pope Francis, he said, "argued that
not only the physical survival of the poor, but also our spiritual welfare
depends on the protection of the natural world; and in both respects he
is right."
One factor which will help the message of Laudato Si reach a wider
audience than previous Papal Encyclicals is the way it is written.
Compared to the rather tortuous language of some Encyclicals of the
past, this one seems a model of clarity and simplicity – very much in the
spirit of Saint Francis. The arguments are clearly set out, technical and
theological jargon is used quite sparingly, and it will be easy to extract
passages for teaching and discussion. Take for instance:
"It must be said that some committed and prayerful Christians, with the
excuse of realism and pragmatism, tend to ridicule expressions of
concern for the environment. Others are passive; they choose not to
change their habits and thus become inconsistent. So what they all need
is an 'ecological conversion', whereby the effects of their encounter with
Jesus Christ become evident in their relationship with the world around
them. Living our vocation to be protectors of God’s handiwork is
essential to a life of virtue; it is not an optional or a secondary aspect
of our Christian experience."
Saving our planet and securing a dignified life for all who live on it may
feel like an impossible task, but perhaps this week, Pope Francis has
made it feel just a little bit less so.
© Bernadette Meaden (Twitter: @BernaMeaden) in Ekklesia 23/6/2015
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On the 17th June thousands of people talked with
their MPs at The Climate Coalition lobby about
the threat climate change poses to our brothers
and sisters in developing countries. Thank you if
you were there or supported us in prayer. Your
action shows the Catholic community is ready
and willing to respond, let's make sure our
politicians are too. A group from Lancaster Diocese
joined the rally, saw their MPs and attended the
ecumenical service and had a really good day!

Some of our Lancaster Diocese Group

Pope Francis encyclical, Laudato Si - Care of our
common home, is a landmark invitation for the
Church, for political leaders and for every one of us
as we reflect on the Holy Father’s encouragement
to live simply and in solidarity with the poor. He
asked us to protect and care for each other and the
earth: the precious home that we all share. Join
Catholics worldwide to ensure that the encyclical’s
message reaches world leaders in this important
year.
Laudato Si can be downloaded from the F&J website
Protect and care for each other and the earth
Join Catholics worldwide to ensure that the message
in Pope Francis’ Laudato Si' encyclical reaches world
leaders Sign CAFOD petition at www.cafod.org.uk
and print a copy for your Parish
Text of the petition
Dear Prime Minister,
Climate change affects everyone, but especially the
poorest and most vulnerable people among us.
Inspired by Pope Francis and Laudato Si, we call on
you to show leadership nationally and internationally
so that agreements on tackling climate change and
poverty are fair and ambitious.
We urge you and other world leaders to cut carbon
emissions to keep global temperature rise below the
dangerous threshold of 1.5°C, and to prevent climate
change pushing people deeper into poverty.
Yours sincerely,

Lobby Ecumenical Service 17th June Opening Prayer
Let us praise God!
With the roaring of the winds
And silence of the deepest sea,
With the blazing sun
And the shining of the stars,

With one another today,
For love of all that God has made,
In wonder at a world of beauty
And reverence for a holy creation,
Let us praise God!

With all that is created,
And all things beautiful and good,
From desert plains to fruitful lands,
With plants and creatures in all their kinds,

O God, our Creator,
Who, in Jesus Christ, walked the Earth,
Bless us with your Holy Spirit this day,
That our worship and our witness,
Our praying and our politics,
May give you glory
And honour creation.

Let us praise God!

Amen

Let us praise God!

Fracking: bringing an Christian perspective to the debate
Fracking has been a hot topic in Lancashire for the last four years. The Environment Groups of the Anglican
Blackburn Diocese and the Lancaster Catholic Diocese’s Faith and Justice Commission looked independently
at the issues a couple of years ago and produced guidance for their communities. The main aim was to help
Christians ask the right questions in a sea of claims and counter claims by the proponents and opponents of
fracking. The papers were considered and endorsed by the church leaders in Lancashire.
We then received an invitation to present a Christian view at a public meeting in Preston Minster organised
by Friends of the Earth. We used these two papers as our reference and set out the principles of love of God/
love of creation and the consequent imperative for environmental stewardship from the First Commandment and for Social Justice from the Second. We stated that fracking itself was neither right nor wrong, but it
was the context in which it was carried out that created the moral issues. We posed a number of questions
about how the current proposals fitted with the concepts of stewardship and justice. The presentation was
extremely well received. A number of people who evidently had little connection with faith commented that
it gave them a framework within which to consider the complex and interacting issues.
One thing led to another and we were invited to give presentations to Lancashire County Council’s
Development Control Committee, which were listened to very attentively - concepts of environmental
stewardship and social justice clearly resonated with Committee members. We also discussed the term
“social licence” which is used by the industry to imply that the communities accept the presence of the
industry. We pointed out that the term effectively meant “informed consent” - and that that consent could
only be properly informed where there was “the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth”.
To proceed without informed consent might be considered to be oppression. Other speakers had already
brought to the Committee’s attention areas where the industry had been very reticent on the true nature of
the proposals and the environmental consequences.
We ended with these words of Pope Francis:
“Brothers and sisters: creation is not a property, which we can dispose of at will; much less so is it the property of some, of a few: creation is a gift, it is a present, a wonderful gift that has given us to take care of and
to use for the benefit of all, always with respect and gratitude”
We believe that the councillors fully understood the Pope’s message in the tussle between those who
wanted to exploit the Bowland shale gas and those who wanted to protect the environment from industrialscale activities.
Some may question the churches becoming involved in this debate. However, it is very clear that decisions
about energy are now moral issues and it is right that Christians have the opportunity to raise those questions. Furthermore, the fact that different denominations demonstrably worked together to bring a prophetic voice to the debate showed many non-believers that Christian concepts and values really are relevant
to life in the 21st century.
Stephen Garsed
News:An application to start fracking at a site on the Fylde coast in Lancashire was rejected by councillors by 10 votes to 4 on 29th June
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Rana Plaza compensation fund finally meets target
The international fund set up to compensate victims of the
2013 Rana Plaza factory collapse in Bangladesh, in which
1,137 people died, has now met its target of $30m
(£19.63m) after a significant anonymous donation.
For the last two years, campaigners have been demanding
that brands and retailers provide compensation to the
injured workers and the families of those who died. More
than a million consumers around the world have publicised
the high street companies whose products were made in
one of the five factories housed in the structurally unsafe
building. Bennetton was the last major western fashion
retailer to donate, contributing $1.1m (£740,000) in April
this year.
Owen Espley, Sweatshops campaigner at the anti-poverty
charity War on Want, said: “Finally, two years on since the
Rana Plaza disaster, the victims and their families will
receive the compensation to which they are entitled. This is
great news and shows what can be achieved when people
from across the world come together to fight injustice.
"However, this is not the end. We will not rest until the
exploitative global garment industry is held accountable &
the people who make our clothes are paid a living wage,
enjoy safe conditions and are free to join a trade union.”
The Clean Clothes Campaign, which has been campaigning
since the disaster in April 2013, is calling for changes
which will ensure those affected by future disasters receive
more timely support. It has welcomed a new initiative by
the Internaional Labour Organisation in Bangladesh to develop
a national workplace injury scheme for the country’s
4 million garment workers and has urged European
politicians to develop better regulation of supply chains.
Find out more and what you
can do visit: War on Want
http://www.waronwant.org/
& the Clean Clothes Campaign
http://www.cleanclothes.org/

Tiny plastic timebomb: microbeads in our seas
Independent 9.6.15: “Exclusive: Tiny Plastic Timebomb – The
Pollutants in Our Cosmetics” by Steven Connor, Science Editor.

Millions of tons of microbeads are being washed into the sea, up the
food chain, & heading for the fish on your plate. Millions of people
are unwittingly pouring hundreds of tons of tiny plastic beads down
the drain. These can persist in the environment for over 100 years &
contaminate a wide variety of freshwater & marine wildlife.
Many cosmetic products, such as facial scrubs, toothpastes &
shower gels, now contain many thousands of microplastic beads
which have been deliberately added by the manufacturers of more
than 100 consumer products over the past 2 decades. Plastic
microbeads, which are typically less than a millimetre wide & are too
small to be filtered by sewage-treatment plants, are able to carry
toxins into the animals that ingest them, including those in the
human food chain such as fish, mussels & crabs. Research by
scientists such as Prof Ian Boyd of Brunel University & Prof Richard
Thompson of Plymouth University. The plastic beads are often
labelled as PE, PP or PMMA in the product ingredient list. Harmful
‘Persistent Organic Pollutants’ such as DDT & PCBs stick to the
polyethylene microbeads. Details from Marine Conservation Society.
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Restoring Faith in the Safety Net
In a world of growing insecurity, a compassionate society
is one which provides a bedrock of social security:
the security of knowing that becoming sick, disabled or
unemployed, or suffering a financial shock or crisis (be it
a bereavement or a broken cooker), will not leave anyone penniless, hungry or at risk of destitution.
For those in the UK who find themselves unemployed or
unable to work – whether through sickness, disability,
caring responsibilities or insecure work – the social
security system is designed to provide a safety net; an
essential guarantee of a minimum income, enabling
people to live free from fear of destitution or the stigma
of poverty.
But - like many others in the churches - we are hearing
more & more stories of real hardship caused by failures
in the benefits system, often leaving people penniless
and hungry. There is an increasing number of holes in
the safety net – undue delays, errors, or excessive
sanctions, many of which are leaving large numbers of
people without income for days, weeks or even months
at a time. Too many people, including children, are being
left at risk of hunger or destitution as a result.
Restoring Faith in the Safety Net, a new
report published by Church Action on
Poverty, explains the many holes that
have appeared in our safety net. It
restates why that safety net is so crucial
to a civilised society, and why Christians
should stand up in its defence.
As the new Government plans a further
£12 billion of benefit cuts & the roll-out
of the new Universal Credit, it is essential that people
are able to rely on receiving the money due to them, and
are not put at risk of destitution by being left without
any income for extended periods – especially where it is
for reasons beyond their control.
A new chair has just been elected to the House of
Commons Work & Pensions Select Committee. We have
an opportunity to make sure one of the Committee's
first acts is to launch an urgent inquiry into tackling the
holes in the safety net - so we need as many MPs as
possible to talk to the chair about this soon.
(Report available on F&J website)
Use our e-action now - ask your MP to call
for action from the Select Committee to repair our safety net!
www. church-poverty.org.uk

GIVING THANKS FOR THE
BEATIFICATION OF OSCAR ROMERO
There will be a national Mass of Thanksgiving
in Southwark Cathedral
on Saturday 15 August, at 12.30pm
which would have been Blessed Oscar’s 98th birthday.
All are welcome to attend.

Bits of news:
Trades Union Congress (TUC) has written to
MEPs calling on them to vote to make sure the
European Parliament resolution on the
Transatlantic Trade Investment Partnership
(TTIP) clearly opposes Investor-State Dispute
Settlement (ISDS).
Fears that US may site nuclear weapons on UK
soil in 'new cold war' Reports have emerged
over the weekend that the US government is
considering deploying land-based mediumrange nuclear missiles in Europe that could
pre-emptively destroy Russian weapons.
This 'counterforce' option is among the
possibilities under consideration as the US
reviews its policy toward Russia in light of
Moscow's military intervention in Ukraine &
its annexing of Crimea.
The 'Our Common Heritage' report from
Housing Justice with the Centre for Theology
and Community makes the case that, in the
face of the housing crisis, Housing Associations
and Churches must come together, building
on, as it were, their common heritage. Indeed
numerous housing associations came into
being as the result of church leaders and
congregation members forming steering
groups, leading to the creation of homes for
millions of families nationwide. Download the
report here>>> Also on F&J website

Thursday 9 July 7.00 – 9.00pm
Lancaster University Chaplaincy Centre,
Lancaster, LA1 4YW
An evening to: Follow up the Climate
Coalition Lobby; Learn more about the
impact of climate change; Offer materials
to engage communities; Build confidence
to meet your MP; Consider next steps in
living simply Book a place through
www.fortheloveofworkshop.eventbrite.com or
CAFOD Lancaster: 01772733310 POSTER

Act now to ensure the UK works to put people before profit
The international community has been taking steps to work toward a treaty that
could safeguard peoples rights and livelihoods when big business decides it wants a
slice of their pie. In July, the first intergovernmental meeting will take place to begin
a process of creating a binding treaty on Business and Human rights.
Progressio knows that, in fragile states, where the law is often weak and enforcement is lacking, businesses are able to exploit the system. They can charge in with
promises of growth and investment, and then suck the life out of natural resources
and, too often, people.
Please join us in demanding that the Foreign Secretary stands alongside those with the least power
People with less power are the most affected by the arrival of private sector investments in large scale agriculture and intensive
extractive activities. They are too often forgotten by leaders who open their doors to business with no questions asked in pursuit of
short term growth, with little consideration given to the human cost.
It is particularly women farmers who suffer when this happens. A lack of accountability combined with high levels of corruption and
environmental destruction affects them more than anyone, as they often lose their land and livelihoods with little compensation.
These women often don't participate in decisions that affect them due to the patriarchal nature of the societies in which they live
But it doesn't have to be like this. In July, the process of putting Human Rights before business interests back on the agenda will
begin. Progressio wants to see the UK government engage with this process so that those affected have the ability to hold their own
governments and businesses to account and ensure they put people before profit.
Use your voice today and tell Philip Hammond you want the UK to do all it can to ensure that big business cannot continue to abuse
rights in the name of profit. With the opportunity in July to show leadership and engage in a progressive process, we need to act
now
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CAFOD Staff changes in the North West
CAFOD is making sweeping changes to its current structure of staffing around the regions, taking out the Diocesan Manager role and
replacing it with the new position of ‘Community Participation Co-ordinators’ (CPCs). CPCs will focus on working with and
supporting new and existing volunteers. This is an important distinction as CAFOD wants to be working much more closely with
communities, get out and about more to build upon what has been achieved in the dioceses so far and empower volunteers (existing
and new) to work for justice via CAFOD in partnership with others in the Church.
There will be a CPC based in every diocese and an additional post to work with education volunteers in Salford and Liverpool for the
next two years full-time. The person undertaking this role, Ann Hayes, will take up the post in August. There will be 1.5 other staff in
Liverpool too (Ged Edwards is moving from Salford to take up the full time position and there is a part time vacancy).
Patrick Gardner has been appointed CPC for Lancaster diocese. The five dioceses in the North West will work closely together under
the direction of a team manager.
Across the region several staff members are leaving with the result that some full time and also part time vacancies have arisen in
Liverpool, Salford, Shrewsbury and Wrexham. Those of us who have worked alongside the present staff will be sad to see them go
and we thank them for their dedication to serving the poor and marginalised. A great many of us in parishes & schools have benefitted
from their expertise and have enjoyed the warm working relationship and support they have offered. They will be sorely missed and
we wish them well in whatever path they now take. Ged Edwards, who will continue to work from Liverpool, says: “while we will
miss our colleagues, we will need the support and prayers of our friends to help CAFOD's mission move forward successfully
especially in the next few months. The exciting new vacancies are a key part in that! Let's hope for the future ”
Concern has been expressed by many CAFOD supporters regarding these changes. It is uncertain at present how the proposed roles
will work, with new relationships needing to be established with local supporter groups. In regional meetings with supporters the
CAFOD leadership team has acknowledged that there may be teething problems as the new structure beds in.
I have been asked to circulate the following job adverts for the remaining roles:
Community Participation Co-ordinators 1 x full time permanent, 1 x 17.5 hours per week permanent working with volunteers in
parish and school communities helping to inspire and resource Catholics to participate in the Church’s mission to overcome poverty
and injustice overseas in partnership with CAFOD. Closing date 10 July 2015. http://www.cafod.org.uk/Work-with-us/UK-Jobs/CPC
Community Participation Manager for North West: 1 x full time permanent. Closing date 10 July 2015.
http://www.cafod.org.uk/Work-with-us/UK-Jobs/CPM
Anne O’Connor

Opposition to spending £100 billion on Trident replacement in the context of cuts
elsewhere was heard loud and clear in demonstrations across the country on the
20th June. Now we have to follow up this expression of people power with real
pressure on our elected members.
MPs have tabled EDM 73 calling for Trident to be included in the current Strategic Defence and Security Review. With MPs due to vote on
Trident replacement next year it is vital that the changing international security situation and cost implications are considered in detail, at a
time of continuing cuts in other government departments. Ask your MP to sign the EDM by clicking http://act.cnduk.org/lobby/edm73
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PRAY FOR THE CLIMATE ON THE FIRST OF EACH MONTH
You are invited to take a few minutes to pray for climate justice on the first of each month through
2015. This a world-wide initiative to pray for constructive negotiations at the Climate Summit to be
held in Paris in December. For resources see http://www.prayandfastfortheclimate.org.uk
Prayer gatherings in Lancaster:1:00pm at Cumbria University Chapel, Lancaster Campus
1:15pm at Chaplaincy Centre, Lancaster University
7:30pm at St Thomas' Church, Penny Street, Lancaster
Each event is likely to last 20-30 minutes. Come and join in this growing initiative to pray
All welcome. If you can't make these you can still pray!
If Lancaster churches or groups are interested in hosting a gathering to pray –
especially from August onwards contact Hugh Kidd hkf@phonecoop.coop
Wednesday 1st July

Cycling Pilgrimage to Paris
For the 21st Conference of
the Parties on Climate Paris
2015
If you would like to be
involved contact
Westminster RC Diocese
justice@rcdow.org.uk

Would your parish like to shrink its carbon footprint, care for creation and
those most vulnerable to climate change and save money at the same time?
Use this application form to enter our competition to win a free energy audit
for your parish buildings from energy experts B:SSEC.
The winning parish receives a free personalised energy assessment, worth up
to £1,800, from energy experts B:SSEC. This advice could help:
•
cut your church’s electricity bill by up to quarter
•
shrink your carbon footprint by reducing your energy use by up to 15%
•
make your buildings brighter, warmer and more efficient … keeping
your coat on at Mass could be a thing of the past!
Open to all Catholic parishes in England and Wales. Five runners-up will
receive a free energy monitor. Closing date: 28 August 2015
Terms and conditions can be found at the end of the application form.
Or download from CAFOD website www.cafod.org.uk
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As parish communities, we want to be known as
people who care for God’s Creation and for our
neighbours near and far.This competition gives us,
an opportunity to take practical action to be good
stewards of what we have been given.”
– Bishop Declan Lang, Bishop of Clifton and Chair
of the Department for International Affairs for
the Bishops’ Conference of England and Wales

Preston Christian Action Network Meeting
Tuesday July 14th 2015
at Ashton Methodist Church Wellington Road,
Ashton on Ribble, Preston, PR2 1BU
The main topics for the meeting will be
1. Asylum Seekers in Preston ... How Christians can
respond... with Dave Smith from the Boaz Trust in Manchester and someone from the Preston Inter Agency group
on Asylum Seekers.
We have produced a short briefing paper on asylum seekers
in Preston which you can download using this link.
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/89023969/Asylum%
20Seekers%20in%20Preston%20how%20to%20help.pdf
2. Guild Money ... The Credit Union for Preston and
the role of churches in Financial inclusion.with Mike Barry
who manages it.
3. Catch Up time on ministries and projects addressing
poverty, homelessness and need in the Preston area.

Domestic Violence Awareness Training
For all involved in pastoral care in the church
Some comments from participants on our March training:
‘The content was brilliant’ ‘An excellent introduction to
domestic violence’ ‘It has opened my eyes
on
4 July -Kendal
23 July -Whitehaven,
17 September -Cockermouth,
22 October -Ambleside, 12 November -Appleby
More Information from Helen
Tel: 07503 931196;
email: hbctic@tiscali.co.uk
Launch of National Cinnamon Faith Action Audit results
and to celebrate faith based social action in Kendal.
On Thursday 16 July 2015
at 7pm in the Shakespeare Centre, Kendal
The results of the Audit will provide evidence for the
impact and value of faith based social action in the UK
which is uniquely based upon the work of local research in
more than 50 towns and cities including Kendal

We begin at 12.30 with a simple lunch and networking
time. We ask for a contribution of £3 per person to cover
the cost of food and a donation to the host church for use of
the rooms. We start the business of the meeting about 1pm The event is being sponsored by Churches Together in
Kendal and King's Church Kendal. We will be providing
and try to finish by 2.30pm.
refreshments including tea/coffee and will be celebrating
For more information: Greg Smith Co-ordinator Preston Christian with cinnamon buns. Please could you let me know if you
Action Network, Mobile 07726177044 www.pcan.org.uk
are able to join us on this evening of celebration and so we
For information about Christian Social Involvement in Preston
can cater accordingly.
please visit http://prestonchristianactionnetwork.blogspot.co.uk/ Rachel Ellis , King’s Food Bank Manager
T:01539 721176 email: kingsfoodbank@gmail.com
Ride and Stride 2015, 12 September
www.kingsfoodbank.org.uk
Supported by The National Churches Trust in partnership with
County Churches Trusts nationwide, Ride and Stride crosses 35
counties and opens the doors to some of the country’s most rare
and unusual churches. Last year over 13,000 people walked or
cycled between churches, exploring and enjoying the countryside
from Cornwall to Northumberland.

Tuesday 14 July - Preventing Theft and Vandalism West Coast Co-operative meeting and training session.
St Mary's Westfield nr Workington, CA14 3TR, 1 to 4.30pm
David Thompson, Crime Prevention Design Advisor with Cumbria Police
will give a talk on preventing theft and vandalism at places of worship
(PoW), looking at the differences between rural and urban PoW and the
The money raised in sponsorship helps to preserve churches,
balance between keeping them open and welcoming but preventing theft
chapels and meeting houses that are at risk of falling into serious and vandalism. This will be followed by a short West Maintenance Co
disrepair. You can get involved as a church that opens its door to
-operative meeting to share information and updates between attendees.
visitors on the day, or by being sponsored to visit churches.
You don't need to be part of the West Coast Co-operative to attend. Tea,
To find out more, visit http://www.rideandstrideuk.org/
coffee & cake provided. Car parking available.
Booking:
it
would be helpful if you could let Sue Manson know if you
FAITH ON TAP’ – IN CARLISLE:
would like to attend sue.manson@spab.org.uk 07776 197143 but you are
a series of monthly talks in St. Margaret Mary’s Parish Centre
also most welcome to turn up on the day with as many people from your
Carlisle CA2 4JX. These talks on the Catholic faith are held in a
place of worship as would like to join in. FREE EVENT
relaxed ‘pub’ setting where questions are welcome. A number of
Tuesday 21 July - Baseline Condition Surveying Training Day
gifted speakers are lined up, the bar will be open and some light
of St Lawrence's Church, Appleby 9.30am to 4.30pm The training will be
food will be served. The venue will welcome guests from 7.30 &
based at Appleby Public Hall on Boroughgate, not St Lawrence Church
the talks will begin at 8.00 pm & last between 45-60 minutes, there Aim of the day: A hands on day helping St Lawrence’s to undertake a
will then be an opportunity for questions and discussion after this. Building Condition Survey of their church. You’ll be introduced to the
survey technique and will then put it into practice surveying the building.
2 July 2015: Persecuted Christians- Dr Caroline Hull from Aid
You’ll take away the skills to undertake a condition survey of your own.
to the Church in Need
No building knowledge or experience is needed – the survey is very much
3 September 2015: The Church and Science Rev. Father Dr.
about looking and recording what you see. All volunteers welcome.
Andrew Pinsent D.Phil, PhD tbc Research Director of the Ian
St Lawrence's is late 12th century foundation, rebuilt late 13th after a raid
Ramsey Centre for Science and Religion at Oxford University, a
by the Scots, restored 16th by Lady Anne Clifford, followed by 19th
Research Fellow of Harris Manchester College and a member of
century internal remodeling.
the Faculty of theology and Religion at Oxford. He is also a priest
Booking: sue.manson@spab.org.uk 07776 197143 but you are also most
of the diocese of Arundel and Brighton in England.
welcome to turn up on the day FREE EVENT
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National Justice & Peace Network 37th Annual Conference
Friday 17th July –Sunday 19th July 2015 The Hayes Conference Centre, Swanwick Derbyshire
The Things that Make for Peace
This recognises that poverty, injustice and environmental destruction are all causes and consequences of conflict, so that all the issues
that we engage with across the J&P network have their part to play in building a peaceful world.
Speakers include Prof Paul Rodgers & Fr Edu Gariguez; Theological reflections from Rev Dr Martin Poulsom SDB
There will be a programme of activities for children and young people, and a Just Fair with information and resources from many
organisations. The participation of families has always been an important feature of the Annual Justice & Peace Conference, with
programmes geared to children and young people. A great opportunity for families to grow together in faith..
To Book admin@justice-and-peace.org.uk or Tel:020 8901 4864
July 11th - Drone Campaign Network Summer Conference
Drones and Forever War sharing information, building the campaign
A great opportunity to update your knowledge about drones
and meet campaigners from around the country. The day will
feature expert speakers on US targeted killings, Afghanistan,
drone technology and more, as well as a range of workshops on
anti-drone campaigning. 10.30am - 4.30pm at
Friends Meeting House, Euston Road, London. NW1 2BJ.

For The Love Of….. Workshop
climate change workshop to prepare for the UN Summit in Paris, December
hosted jointly by CAFOD, Christian Aid & Operation Noah
Thursday 9 July 2015 7.00 – 9.00pm
Lancaster University Chaplaincy Centre, Lancaster, LA1 4YW
An evening to follow up the Climate Coalition Lobby; Learn more about
the impact of climate change; Offer materials to engage communities;
Build confidence to meet your MP; Consider next steps in living simply

Events and Opportunities for awareness raising
Pray & Fast for the Climate –see p.3
CAFOD Preston Meeting see p.2
Persecuted Christians- Dr Caroline Hull-Aid to the Church in Need St.Margaret Mary’s Parish Centre Carlisle CA2 4JX
Domestic Violence Awareness Training Kendal see p 4
Workshops on Climate Change Lancaster University CAFOD, Christian Aid & Operation Noah see p.2
Sea Sunday www.apostleshipofthesea.org.uk/about-sea-Sunday
CAFOD day with FrEdwin Garigez Caritas Phillipines in Blackburn info www.cafod.org.uk/events
Preventing Theft and Vandalism - West Coast MaintenanceCo-operative meeting and training session. St Mary's Westfield nr
Workington, CA14 3TR, 1 to 4.30pm (approx finish time).
17th –19th July “The things that make for Peace” NJPN annual conference at Swanwick. This conference will seek to
identify the real threats to human security and how we can work together to create a world without war
www.justice-and-peace.org.uk
21 July
Baseline Building Condition Surveying Training Day of St Lawrence's Church, Appleby. Venue - Public Hall, Boroughgate, Appleby,
CA16 6XB - A hands on training day to survey this Grade I listed church in the centre of Appleby. 9.30am to 4.30pm
23rd July
Domestic Violence Awareness Training Whitehaven see p4
30th July
World Youth Day www.worldyouthday.com
1st August Pray & Fast for The Climate
6&9 August 70th Anniversary of first use of atomic weapons at Hiroshima & Nagasaki www.paxchristi.org.uk
9 August
International Day of the World’s Indigenous Peoples The UN organises International Day of the World's Indigenous Peoples annually.
The theme of the 2015 event is, 'Indigenous Peoples as Custodians of the Land and its Ecosystems'. www.un.org/en/events/indigenousday/
15 August Thanksgiving Mass for Blessed Oscar Romero Southwark Cathedral see p.2
23 August
International Day for Remembrance of the Slave Trade and its Abolition Materials from the Human Rights Education Association
http://www.hrea.org/ and Stop the Traffik http://www.stopthetraffik.org/
30 August
International Day of the Disappeared The International Day of the Disappeared is a reminder that a great number of people are missing
as a result of conflicts around the world. Each year, the Red Cross marks the day by commemorating those who have gone missing in
armed conflicts or other situations of violence – and remembers the plight of their families.
http://www.redcross.org.uk/What-we-do/Finding-missing-family/International-Day-of-the-Disappeared
1st Sept.
Pray & Fast for the Climate
3 Sept.
The Church and Science Father Dr. Andrew Pinsent tbc St. Margaret Mary’s Parish Centre Carlisle CA2 4JX
13 Sept.
Racial Justice Sunday www.carj.org.uk
13 Sept.
CAAT Christian Network Day of Prayer www.caat.org.uk/events
15-18 Sept DSEi Arms Fair London caat.org.uk T:02072810297
19th Sept
Celebrating Together Windermere see p.5
19th Sept. NJPN Open Networking Day Coventry
20-26 Sept World Week for Peace in Palestine & Isreal www.pief.oikoumene.org/en/world-week-for-peace/
21st Sept.
Peace One Day –www.peaceoneday.org/global-campaigns
26-31st Oct One World Week www.oneworldweek.net
November to 11th December 2015 The United Nations Climate Change Conference in Paris
1st July
1st July
2 July
4th July
9th July
12th July
14th July
14th July

www.lancasterfaithandjustice.co.uk
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